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Worries from Home
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TAKING FLIGHT: Syrian refugees wait at the Turkish border near Sanliurfa, Sept. 24. Some Syrian
refugees in Jordan say they welcome the military intervention to diminish Islamic State power, while
others blame Syrian President Bashar Assad for turning a “blind eye” to infiltration by foreign militants.

Thoughts About Recent Acts of Betrayal

Feelings about two important news
stories of the past few weeks can be described with one word, but it’s not the
word most people
are using.
Betrayed. As a
football fan, that’s
how I felt when I
saw the video of Ray
Rice hitting his nowwife in an Atlantic
City, New Jersey,
casino elevator.
For years, if I had
to pick one NFL player who represented what was right with the league,
Rice was that player. He was modest
and humble and actively gave back to
his community.
A few seconds of grainy video from
a security camera changed that. It
was already known that Rice had hit
a woman, but society’s perception
shifted when the video made his actions tangible.
Betrayed. It’s also the feeling experienced by numerous Hollywood celebrities after learning an Internet hacker
shared their intimate photos with the
world.
We understand the victim’s horror
because we can imagine the anguish
that comes from having our most
private moments exposed to the world.
Still, some chose to be callous in a moment that called for sensitivity.
British comedian Ricky Gervais
tweeted a thought rightly unspoken by
many: “Celebrities, make it harder for
hackers to get nude pics of you from
your computer by not putting nude
pics of yourself on your computer.”
Some accused Gervais of blaming
the victims. Lena Dunham, creator
of the HBO series “Girls,” responded,
“The ‘don’t take naked pics if you don’t
want them online’ argument is the ‘she
was wearing a short skirt’ of the web.”
At the most simplistic of levels,
Dunham has a point. Everyone should
expect privacy, regardless of who they
are or what they do.
Unfortunately, that view is idealistic and the world is anything but.
Many people choose not to do the right
thing. Given the opportunity to take
advantage, they will. The only viable

response is to prepare for their potentially inappropriate actions.
To put it another way, expect every
driver to obey traffic laws, but still
look both ways before crossing the
street.
That same disconnect between
idealism and reality caused the crisis
currently faced by the NFL. We want
to believe those we put on pedestals
deserve to be there. When they fall, we
want accountability.
That accountability is hard to find
in a system that holds players less
responsible for their actions than
society as a whole. Players charged
with crimes continue to work on the
football field. Charged in the same way,
we’d be suspended from our jobs or
worse.
Ray Rice faced the long-building
backlash to this policy. The punishment he faced, a two-game suspension,
was too lenient for his crime. As a
result, outrage exploded when people
saw the brutality of his actions.
Beyond the obvious, what should we
learn from these betrayals?
Most obvious is to respect others. If
Ray Rice had respected his fiancee in
that moment, he wouldn’t have hit her.
If an Internet hacker had respected
his targets, he wouldn’t have created
victims.
If you’re entrusted with a secret, understand the meaning of the word. Be
trustworthy, even when those involved
will never realize it.
Just as important, if you’ve been
betrayed, don’t feel guilt. Hold your
head high. You did nothing wrong. You
are not responsible for the crimes of
others.
If you’re a betrayer, you have a long
path to redemption. When people
criticize and blame you for your actions, admit fault and accept blame.
Only through time and integrity will
you re-establish your value in the eyes
of others.
Beyond that, be a good friend. To everyone. Be there for others when they
don’t need you. That way, they know
you’ll be there for them when they do.
— Erick Rommel
(This column is part of the CNS columns package.)

Being away from home is never easy
as a single mom. Before I leave for a
work trip, I have to coordinate care
for my children,
including rides to
practices and social
activities, while also
arranging for someone to keep an eye
on my home and my
high-maintenance
dog.
As much as I
should be focused
on work while traveling, the reality is
that as a parent, your mind is always
at home regardless of where you are.
With two teenagers, my initial worry
is that they will try and railroad their
caretakers into letting them slide by
the rules or neglect their own responsibilities while I’m gone. I also feel a tremendous amount of guilt leaving them
at home with family when I’m away.
My recent trip to a convention
unfortunately proved my worries right
and anything that could go wrong, did
go wrong, including an air conditioning unit that went on the fritz while I
was more than six hours away.
I couldn’t wait to get home to “fix”
all that went wrong and whip my
household back into shape. What I
realized, though, is that I can’t fix it all,
and I can’t prevent my children from
making mistakes. Our mistakes should
serve as learning opportunities. As a
parent, I need to step back more often
and let them make mistakes so they experience the consequences and learn
how to “fix” life as they progress.
But, it is very hard to watch someone sink rather than swim. As a
teacher in the classroom, my role is to
mentor and guide my students while
they make mistakes and learn from
them. I embrace this process and love
to see them learn how to think critically, work through problems or issues
with writing as well as learn hard lessons about time management, deadlines and responsibilities that shape
them into better students and citizens

as a whole.
Trying to implement the process
of mentoring at home proves to be a
much more difficult task. It’s difficult
to anticipate the mistakes my children
will make without wanting to jump in
and “fix” them right away.
I find myself making my son’s lunch
because I know he dislikes the cafeteria food at school, and I worry he
won’t eat lunch at all. However, I know
deep down that a few days of skipping
lunch will teach him a valuable lesson.
As the mother of a newly-driving
16-year-old, I know that my daughter
wants to pick up all of her friends for
school, drive around town with her
newfound freedom and use up every
ounce of gasoline in her tank. Do I
teach her a lesson by refusing to fill up
the tank or do I “fix” it by ensuring she
can make it to school with a full tank
each week?
Even though I have been a parent
for 16 years, I’m still learning how to
step back, trust my children and put
their mistakes (and mine) in God’s
hands. So, as I was worrying in a hotel
room on this recent trip, I decided to
calm my nerves and trust in my faith
by placing every single worry and a list
of every problem I wanted to fix in that
handy Bible found in the nightstand of
the room I was occupying. My worry
didn’t disappear, but it was calming to
know that a much higher power was
watching over those problems so I
could sleep, concentrate on my responsibilities on the road and make it safely
back home.
In a rush to leave, I realized when
I got home that I never removed that
list. Hopefully, the next occupant of
the room will make good use of that
Bible and even pray for me and those
problems I still need to fix when reading my poorly-sketched worries.
— Shannon Philpott
Shannon Philpott is a freelance
writer and college journalism instructor, but most of all a mother of
two teens. You can see her work at
www.shannonphilpott.com.
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BRING THE CHILDREN: Pope Francis greets a child as he arrives to lead his general audience in St.
Peter’s Square at the Vatican Sept. 17.

Fresh Take: a way to look at faith from a different perspective
This is an online-only page dedicated to young adult Catholics, their
interests, their needs, their challenges
and their faith.
We want to give young adults
something to “chew on,” to think about
when they’re looking for something
more than an on-line horoscope or the

latest star news.
This page offers columns we believe
will interest our young adults. Let us
know.
Email us at cathnews@bellevillemessenger.org with questions, suggestions or for more information.
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